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2-CB-STOP 2-CB-STOP

2-CB-BELLEND 2-CB-BELLEND

Tick the box of the cable fittings you require at each end of your cable. Then email 
completed form to sales@samsfitness.com.au



Measure from the centre of the eyelet to the centre of the eyelet. If you put a nail in a bench, put the eyelet on, 
then the end of your measuring tape. This way you can do it yourself!

Enter the relevant measurement for your cable. 

Measure from the centre of the eyelet to the end of the cable fitting. 

Measure from end to end.

Email completed sheets to sales@samsfitness.com.au



Z-CB-EYELET - Gym Cable Swage Eyelet.
These are used for attaching your cable attachments like lat pulldown bars or tricep ropes. Alternatively you use the more attaching the 
cable to the gym. 

Z-CB-BOLT - Cable Gym Bolt M12
This bolt is an M12. This won't work on a gym that uses a different type of bolt. How do you know if your bolt is M12? If a M12 nut goes on, it is M12. 
If you still aren't sure, it is probably easiest to send us your cable. If it is an M12 we can replace. If not, we will use your bolt.

Z-CB-BALL38 - Gym Cable Ball 38mm
This is a 38mm Ball for the end of gym cables. These stop the gym cable from going back up through the outlet. The inside hole is 8.5mm.

Z-CB-BALL25 - Gym Cable Ball 25mm
This is 25mm ball for gym cables. 

Z-CB-RUBRING - Rubber Ring 
This is a small rubber ring which we use to hold your balls in place. This is mainly for low cables where you do exercises like bicep curls. When 
you are pulling up your gym cable ball wont slide down. 

Z-CB-STOP - Cable End Stop
These are used to secure certain cable fittings, like the cable bolts in place. 
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